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ABSTRACT 

This technical report describes the use of a 

computer program (called EZPLOT) which has been written to 

allow easy use of a computer-driven line plotter. This 

program has been designed to provide a simple set of 

commands which have adequate facility to plot a wide range 

of n~eds, specifically those associated with the ecological 

studies of the US/IBP Island Ecosystems Research Program. 

t n genera 1, the EZPLOT commands a 11 ow the 

description of the physical layout of the intended plot and 

prov i·de seve ra 1 ways of entering data pot nts and 1 i nes. 

Since this procedure, including the labelling v.Jith text 

information, is all done by the computer and plotter, it is 

possible to plot data at intermediate stages or modify plots 

to more effectively display the information without 

excessive redrafting charges. 

The technical descriptions of the EZPLOT commands 

are given with examples of their use. The format of this 

technical report deviates from the other numbers in this 

series as it has been designed primarily to serve as a 

user's guide. 
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EZPLOT Is a computer proeram which has been written for the Island Ecosystems 

Research Project. The name of this computer program ts designed to Imply Its use, that ls, 

the program Is suPPOsed to allow for easy plotting of project data. The restriction 

Imposed by the computer of having a maximum-naMe length of seven characters has precluded 

the full spelling of easy plot; howevu, this shortening Is not Intended to change the 

pronunc tat Jon. 

The plotting 

fael11tles. The line 

equIpment which Is descrIbed Is ava 11 ab 1 e at many computer 

plotter, manufactured by California Computer Products ·ccaiComp), 

consists of several functional parts. There Is a drum which rotates under a pen and moves 

the paper along Its long axis. The pen can be moved along a track across the short axis of 

the paper. Also, the pen can be raised and lowered so that It either moves while drawing 

or not drawing. All of these operation are controlled by a series of sequential 

Instructions from the computer throueh the communication faclllty of the plotter. Magnetic 

tapes ere cr~ated on the computer which are later read by a separate tape drive connected 

to the plotter. 

The general procedure required to use the plotter Is as follows: 

l. Instructions to guide the physical operation of the plotter are prepared an~ 

punched onto tab cards. 

2. The cards are read Into the University of Hawaii IBM 360/65 computer to be 

Interpreted by the program EZPLOT. 

3. The output of EZPLOT ls a maenettc tape on which the plotter Instructions have 

been stored, Thts·tape Is mounted on the plotter-tape drive by ·the computer operator. 

~. The plotter ls activated by the operatGr, resulting In the reading of the tape 

and production of the plot. 

It ts very easy to use thls plotting facility and the resulting plots are of a 

high quality suitable for photo reproduction. 

This technical note Is Intended as a preliminary presentation of the Instructions 

required to prepare date for the computer program EZPLOT. Prior to the Implementation of 

EZPLOT, special-purpose prograns generally had to be written to make use of the University 

of Hawaii CoMPuting Center's CalComp plotter. This has required a cert<,~ln familiarity wltr; 

a computer language, and as such, has probably restricted eeneral use of this facility. 

Without sufficiently s!m~le access to the plotter, It Is questionable whether effort to 

program many applications is worthwhile. EZPLCT allows the use of Input data to create 

CaiComp plots; no pror,ramnin~ Is required of the user. Hopefully, this will make use of 

the plotter easy enour.h so that Its advantages may be more r.cnera!ly reallzed, 
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This program was written In response to the general needs In the Hawaii IBP 

program where researchers have to have graphical sumMa~les of their data at Intervals 

during their data collection programs. The advantages of using a computer to prepare most 

of these graphical summaries are many; foremost Is the ability of each investigator to 

easily specify what presentation he wants with a minimum of concern for the technical 

problems of drafting. This Is especially efficient when multiple graphs (such as from 

several component studies) are plotted In the same manner. Also, It Is possible to prepare 

hlgh•quallty graphs at Intermediate stages of the research and not have to repeat the 

earlier preparation effort as new data are added. Changes In scaling, labels, symbols, and 

~e Jlke are also made with a minimum of effort. 

EZPLOT, In Its current version, l s not designed to extract values from complex 

data sets to be plotted either as symbols or lines. It Is expected·that these values will 

be provided as Input data along wl t.h the plot commands. 

It Is suggested that readers Interested In using EZPLOT skim the sections 

describing the specific facilities available using EZPLOT (sections 3 through 15) and then 

work through the section on hints for plotting graphs (16) with concurrent reference to 

the example (from the Appendix) which appears to be most pertinent to the reader's 

lrmtedlate application. \·lhen questions arise regarding the specific parameters of the 

commands,. back reference may be made to the earlier sections. 

Most lmporta~t, however, Is that the reader actually try to use EZPLOT. Since this 

version of the pro~:ram and the description. of Its use are preliminary, any suggestions, 

especially regarding cumbersome specifications or obscure descriptions wl H be especially 

welcome. 
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Cal Comp plotter 

2. The CalComp Plotter and E!PLOT 

The Ca1Comp plotter currently being used for EZPLOT Is a model 556 drum plotter. 

In an elemental sense, the only information that this device will accept directly are 

control Instructions for the servomotors which 1} lift the pen, 2) move the pen along a 

y-axls track and 3) rotate the drum in the x-axis. 

A detailed descriPtion of the actual procedures employed can be found~~ the 

various technical reference manuals at the Computing Center. For readers of this technical 

report 1 it Is sufficient to understand that the plotter must ultimately have all movements 

specified as these three parameters. EZPLOT accepts Instructions (called commands) at a 

htgher level (le, as a more abstract description} and converts these, often In combination 

with other Information which has been assumed or specified by a previous Instruction, Into 

a form which can be used by subroutines which produce the detailed instructions for the 

plotter Itself. Therefore, the focus of EZPLOT ls on the specification of the desired plot 

In terms of commands. EZPLOT has been designed to provide some commands which are 

sufflcfently abstract that they save the user from having to provide detailed 

specifications, but are restricted In what theY can do. Other commands.are available which 

operate at a level close to the di rect-instructlons to the plotter. In all cases, a 

compromise has been struck such that a 'reasonable' amount of ·tnformatlon 1s associated 

with each command. EZPLOT can be considered to have a 1memory 1 in that·lt allows the 

establishment of values for some parameters which are required for the actual use of some 

commands. These parameters, such as that specified with a TEXT_HE!GHT command, are assumed 

to often .remain unchanged during several uses of the·TEXT command (which requires the use 

of the TEXT_HEIGHT parameter.) By separating the TEXT_HEIGHT parameter from the TEXT 

command, unnecessary repetition of a 'constant' value and unnecessarily long parameter 

lists for some commands are avoided. Commands, therefore, can be seen to be of several 

baste types. Some of the commands do not directly cause anything to be plotted (examples 

are the TEXT_HEIGHT, DATA_AREA, and DATA_coonn commands.) These commands are used to 

establish parameter values ~1hlch are referenced when other commands are Issued. Some 

commands produce a complex series of pen movements (such as TEXT or •). Other commands, 

specifically the 1commandless' movement of the pen to a new coordinate position, are very 

direct, performing only the simple movement desired. \'!ere all pen movements restricted by 

their being specified bY this <iirP.ct type o.f com'lland, the plottine of text and syr.1bols 

would be col'!plex enoueh to be beyond the anbl tion of most users, But for many users, such 

a direct comrn,,nd is the only way to oht<lin the desired pen movement. Therefore, commands 
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exist at many levels of abstraction. 

Another characteristic of the CalComp plotfer Is that it must receive its direct 

Instructions in units of Inches corresponding to the physical hardware. There arc two 

aspects of this which arc Important; It Is possible~ to establish a coordinate reference 

system at the start of a plotting session and ~hange the orlsln of this reference system 

at any time during the session (for successive plots) and it Is possible to define an area 

In which reference may be made with data coordin•tc values. 

For the creation of any plot, a reference. point must be established from which all 

subsequent poslt_ion references may be made. _This point Is the reference-origin· to the 

Physical area of the plotter paper, Ne1~ plots· are obtained by moving this orir;ln along the 

length of the paper. Remember that this type of plotter uses a long piece of paper 

(running the x-axls). 

Ttil s reference or i gl n Is used for t1~o commands; the TEXT command at lows the 

Insertion ·of a text string (such as a plot. label or comment) at a specific point, and- the 

OATA_AilEA command allo~1s the physical-location of a speclfic area into which references 

may be made uslng data units (rather than the physical units of the paper.) 

The data-definition of the data area Is provided by the OATA_COORO command. \·lithin 

this data area, there are several ~1ays in whi<:h c!a~a points r::cy be plotted; symbols may be 

placed at specific locations and lines may be drawn either in conjunction with the symbols 

or independent of them. 

Each of these facilities will be described In greater detail In subsequent 

sections, 
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commands 

3. General renarks on the form of commands. 

Each of the commands may be given In a free format, that Is, without regard for_ 

the placement of text or data on the card. There are only a few rules for .the use of this 

general Input scheme. 

a. The entIre command and Its parameters (if any) must occur on the same card and 

lft 'the order In which they ar~~ specffied ·in the command descrti:ltto~s~ 

b. There must be one or more spaces (blanks) or a co~a (or both) separating each 

para~eter In a c9mmand. 

c. There should te no spaces Imbedded within parameter values. 

d. Comments may be placed on any command card after the last parameter If these 

are separated from the last parameter by at least one space or a comma or both. 

e. All position references are made as. coordinate pairs, with the x-value 

preceedlng they-value (ie, x,y). 

The following 12 sections describe the details of the EZPLOT commands. They are 

arranged In the order In which they would 'naturally' be used for making a labelled graph; 

a basic reference point is established, text Information Is plotted, a data area Is 

established, data dimensions for t.hls area are defined, and symbols are placed and lfnes 

plotted. It Is also possible to scale the overall plot, thus modifying all of the 

dimension Information · In the other commands by a uniform amount. There are also several 

commands which assist in makln~ multiple plots and annotat'tng the command 1tsting. 

A summary of the commands Is included as Appendix 1. 
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RESET 

4. locating the reference orlhin of the physical area. 

There must he a point established for the orir.:ln of all references to the 

physical-plot area. The orlr,lnal rcfcn~nce point Is established by the computer operator 

when he places the plotter pen 1/2 Inch form the'bottam edge of the paper a few inches 

from the leadin~ edge. This point Is ( 0, 0) for all references to the phys i c·a 1-plot area 

unt.ll a RESET cofl1mand Is given. 

The RESET command reestablishes t"he reference-origin point. The form of this 

command lsf 

RESET x, y 

wher~ x Is the distance along the length of the paper ~xpressed in Inches, and y 

Is the distance from the bottom of the paper expressed ,tn inches • . 
The RESET command Is most often Issued when a new plot is to be.made. For example, 

RESET 12, ·o 
will cause the plotter pen to be moved 12 inches to the right (along the roll) 

from the current physical-reference origin in the pen-up mode, the physical-reference 

origin of this new focatlon to be made (0, 0), and the pen to be set In the pen-dO\'in mode. 
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COI\1rt~ENT 

. 5. Placing comments In the Input. 

There are two ways comments may be placed in the Input; on cards with the COMMENT 

cemmand or following the last parameter on any command card. 

The explicit COMMENT command has the form: 

COMMEN! ·comment-text 

·where the comment-text · ts any text string that does not contal n other commands. 

TW,• text string need not be enclosed In quotation marks. 

Tho! use· of comments on other co~and· cards $1mply requt res that the c:o~M~ent-text 

~e .separated from the last parameter by a comma, or by one or more bla'nks
1 

or both •. 

The use bf comments with the C014MENT command and other commands Is illustrated in 

the following exam~Je: 

COMMENT DATA FOR FIGUAE 1 

SYMBOL 14' A STAR 

TICK._MARKS THIS USES STANDARD VALUES 

• 2 14 DATUM OBTAINED 3/24/72 
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6, Placing text inform~tion In the plot. 

TEXT 
TEXT-JU~GlE 

TEXT-HEIGHT 

The TEXT command Is used to place text l~to the plot. The form of this command Is: 

TEXT x, y 1 text-stri~g 1 

where x Is the distance along the paper.ln Inches from the physical-reference· 

origin where the text is to start, y Is the distance up the paper (in inches) from the 

physical-reference origin where the text is to start, and text-string Is the actual text 

to be placed In the plot. The text striqg must be enclosed In single quote marks. the 

maximum length of this string Is 50 characters. The exact positioning of the text-string 

is made In reference to the lower left corner of the first character of the string. 

The direction In which the text-string is plotted is determined by the TEXT~ANGLE 

command. The value given by this command Is retained until a new value is given in a 

subsequent TEXT_ANGLE command, The·form of this cor.1111and Is: 

TEXT_ANGLE text-angle 

where text-angle is the anr;le of the text string In degrees. If text-angle Is 0, 

the text will be Plotted in the direction of the x-axis. A value of 90 will result in the 

text being plotted in the direction of the y-axis (ic, pivoted In a counter-clockwise 

direction with the start of the text-string fixed). T~e text-angle parameter Is 

lnlt.lal ized to 0 at the start of each plotting session. The use of the TEXT_ANGLE command 

Is Illustrated In Figure 2. 

The height of the text which will be plotted is controlled by the TEXT_HEtGHT 

command. The form of this command Is: 

TEXT_HEIGHT text-height 

where text-height is the character height In Inches. This must be given in 

Increments of .07 Inches. Text-height has the initial value of .28 inches. 

The value of text-height is retained until the next TEXT_HEIGHT command is used to 

specify a different value. The use of scverul different values with the TEXT_HEIGHT 

command Is illustrated in Figure· 3. 

Only upper-case letters are available with EZPLOT. 
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As an exarr~ple of the us.e of some of the text-associated commands; assume that the 

following te,xt were to be placed In a plot: 

a. A large-font title at the bottom of the plot, 

·b. A smaller-font label for the x•axh above the plot title and centered more to 

the rl ght~ and 
c. A slmllar-slud label for the y-axls above. the y•delhnltlng axis line. 

The following commands would be one way to satisfy the above requirements. 

TEXT_HEIGHT .21 · 

TEXT 2 .S. 1 RAINFALL, 1973 1 

TEXT_HEIGHT .lll 

TEXT 4 1.75 'WEEK' 

TEXT 1.75 5.25 'MM' 
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7. Specification of the physical location of the data area. 

DAtA.iRtA 
DATA-COORD 

The OATA_AREA comnand ls used to specify the physical location of the data area. 

The nature of this data area 1·1i 11 be discussed later. The 0.1\TA_AflEA command has the for~:~: 

OATA_AREA xll, yll xur, yur 

where xll Is the x-axis distance (in Inches) of the lower left corner of the data· 

area from the physical reference origin, yll Is the y-axis distance (in Inches) of the 

lower-left corner of the data are<! from the phy~lcal reference origin, xur Is the x-axis 

dt~fance (In Inches) of the upper right· corner of the data area from the physical 

reference origin, and yur is the y-axis distance (in inches) of the upper right corner of 

the data area from the physical reference origin. 

The use of the o.~TA_AREA cor:~mand is Illustrated in the followin~ ex.ample: 

DATA_AREA 2, 2 10, 10 

which defines an B by 8 lhch area located 2 Inches up and 2 inc~es over from the 

physical. reference origin. This area has then been established as the physical area to 

l·lhlch corresponding reference wi 11 be made in the D.ATA_COORO command. 

The physical area which hns h~en defined by the use of the 0!\TA_A!'lEA command is 

given. data dimensions with· the DATA_C00'~0 command. This coMMand is given as: 

DATA_COORD xll, yll xur, yur: 

where xll is the x~data coor·dinate vaTue for the Jo~1cr left corner, yll Is the 

"' y-data coordinate value for the lower left corner, xur is the x-data coordinate value for 

the upper right corner., and yur is the y-d•ta coordinate value for the upper right corner. 

~lith this definition, all data points may be referenced by the data-unit values. 

It Is the user's responsibility to be sure that all. data values given are within the range 

of the data coordinate values; while this is not an absolute requirement, it Is a good 

practice to use only the data area so as to avoid going off the paper. 

The units for the x and y data axes need not be the saMe. For example, 

. DATA_COORO 0, 0 1000,1 

specifies that the data arf!a Is to have x-data, values ranging from 0 to 1000 and 

y-data values ranging from 0 t? 1. 

llhen the plott!n,; session beeins (ie, bcf'ore the first use of the DATA_A!lEA and 

DATA_COORD commands) the data units arc assuMed to be inches with the data area 

orielnatlng at the physical reference pnint. This means that the usc of the commands vthlch 

make reference to dilta units (such as symbol plncer~ent, pen movement for lines, etc) 

require Pvrnmeters expressed ilS inche~;. This is convenient, in some cases, such as for the 
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Placement of the lines delimiting the axes of graphs. To purposefully revert to thfs 

physical reference base, the following col'tlllands would be issued: 

DATA_AREA 0, 0 10, 10 

DATA_COORD O, 0 10, 10 

.Note that the characteristic of this pair of commands Is that they have the same. 

value for the .pairs of parar.1eters when the P.hyslcal reference base fs desired. The values 

themselves, for this use, .are not important. 
/ 
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8. Place~ent of axis Jines and tick marks for data craphs. 

TICK..MARI<S 
X_TJCILNUf,1 BER 
V_TICK_NUMBER 

TICK-LENGTH 

A common feature of data eraphs are lines delimiting the ~xes and tick marks 

dividing these lines Into segments. Tick marks serve to locate the values on the axes. The 

axis Jines and tick ~arks may be placed In the plot by using a combination of the UP and 

DOHN and line position commands, althoueh It is a tedious procedure. For convenience, the 

TICKS_MARK command my be used for this same purpose. This command draws lines along the x 

and y axes Cie, along the lower and left mar&·ins of the data area) and short Jines 

d1'Ylc1log these axis lines Into equal Increments. The tick-mark lines extend outward from 

the axis-delimiting lines. The form of this collllland Is: 

TJ CKJ·iAnKS 

with no parameters Issued with the command. 

several ~arameters are used with the TICK_•1ARKS command to control the number of 

Intervals on each axis and the length of each tick mark. The tick-mark Intervals are 

specified by the X_TICK_tiUI·lBER and. Y_TICK_NUI4BER coiTil"'ands. The form of these comr:'lands is: 

X_T I CK_tlUI·lB EP. number 

Y_TICK_tiUIIBER number 

where nu~ber is the number of intervals on the axis. This number Is the same as 

the number of tick marks which are drawn because there Is no tick mark drawn at the graph 

origin. The default value Is 10 Intervals for each axis. Each axis may have a different 

value for the number of tick marks. 

The length of each tick mark is spet.lfied by the TICK_LENGTH command Nhose form 

Is: 

TICY._LENGTH length 

where length Is .a decimal fraction specifying the length In Inches •. The default 

value Is .llnches. 

The plotting of tv1elve tick 1:1arks on the x-axls, tern tick marks on the y-axls, and 

the x and y axis delimiting lines (along the edees of the data area) Is accomplished In 

the follo\'1lng exar:~ple: X_TICK_NU~IBER 12 

TICIU·IARKS 

Note that ten intervals for each axis Is the default number of tick marks, 'making 

the command 

Y_T I CK_Nt:l·~8 ER lO 

unnecessary unless the value of Y_TlCK_NUt!BER previously had been chan~ed In this 

plotting session. 
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9. Placement of symbols at d:Jta points. 

SYMBOL 
SYMBOL_HEIG;1T 
SVMBOLANGLE 

• 

There are eight plotting symbols available to be placed at data points. These are 

sho~<m in Figure lj with thci r symbol identification numbers. The use of these symbols 

requires the selection of the symbols by using the'sn:BOL commund, and then placement of 

the symbol by using the • cor.lmund. 

The SYHBOL command is given In the form: 

SYHBOL symbol-identification-number 

\·!here symbo1-identificatlon-nur.1bcr is the number obtained from Figure li.'This 

symbol will b~ used until it Is chunged by a subsequent use of the SYf.lP.OL command~ The 

default s'mbol is the numb3r 3, the plus sign. 

Each symbol has a height which is specified by the SYHBOL_HEIGHT command. The form 

of this command Is: 

SYHBOL_I!EIGHT symbol-height 
/ 

1~here Slfr.1bol-height Is the size of the syr:1bol (in inches) in multiples of .04 

inches. Tne default value for the height is .16 Inches. Several different symbol heights 

are also illustrated In Fi&ure 4. 

The symbols may be rot<Jted. The angle of rotation is ;;peclfied by the SY!ISOL;_ANGLE 

_comnand. This com~and is given as: 

SYII.BOL_ANGLE symbol-angle 

~1herc symboi-<Jnglc is the angle of rotat'ion In degrees. If the value Is 0, the 

symbol will be given as in Figure 4. If the value is 90 they \'fill be rotated 

(counter-clocki·Jisc) GO degrees. The def<~ult symbol-angle is o. 

The actual placer.wnt of the symbols is specified by the *command. This cor:1111and 

has the form: 

• x., y 

where x. Is the x. location within the data area (given i~ data units) andy is the 

y location within the data area '(given in data unl~s). 

The symhol actually plotted is the last one specified by the SYt·:GOl command. Each 

symbol is plotted centered on the data point. 

The movement to the locotion specified by the * cor1mand is m3de in either the-

pen-up or pen-down r.10dcs, dcpcndinc; on 1·1hcthcr SY::r.OL_Ota.Y or ~y:.:BOL __ lltlE 1·1as used last. 

These comnwnds ilrc discu·;~cd lntcr (in section 11). 

The placement of several different symbols in the plot ls illustrated with the 
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SVHBOL_HEIGIIT .12 
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10, Plottln& lines. 

UP 
DO\VN 

LINE 
pen movement 

Plotting lines Is accomplished by the'movement of the plotter pen when It Is in 

the pen-do~m mode. There are t\~O 1·mys the pen movement off the paper can be established; 

by the direct pen r.Jovcr:1cnt comr.iands (UP and DOHtl) or by using the LINE command. f.:ovement' 

of the pen across the paze to a Oe\·J 'data· pot nt' {\~hether the pen t s u·P' or dovm) Is 

SPec:Jfled with a .data card containing no explicit. command, only the final (x,y) location. 

To dra1~ a several-segmented 1 ine, t·he follo~rl!ng procedure rs· required: raise the 

pen from the paper, movt! the pen to the starting position of the first segment, lower the 

pen, and· move to the next location (ic, the end of the tine segment) •• Thls procedure Is 

continued' for each line segment In an abbre~lated fashion. Since the .Pen is already down 

on the paper and at the start of the next line segment, the only specification required Is 

the end location of the segment. 

To use the 1 i ne-drawi ng procedure 111 th the EZPLOT commands, there are two 

approaches which nay be taken. The r.1ost direct is the use of the UP and 00\'JN commands. 

These. commands ~10uld be issued in the follot·ling order: UP, ::oove to the start of the fir"st 

segment, 001"/N, move to the end of the segment, move to the end of the segment, etc. The UP 

and omm commands . Hh I ch have been Illustrated here. have no parameters; they occur 

separately on cards as either: 

UP 

or 

The actual pen movement command has the form: 

x, y 

v1here x Is the x location of the end of the desired movement (in x-data units) and 

y Is they location (in y-data units). l!ote that there is no 'explicit' com:nand required. 

The LINE connund sinnlifies the specific.<:~tions required for a-line. Since the 

.first data point follovlin;:, the LitlE command Is the start of the first segment, the pen is 

automatically raised before eolng to this point. The pen Is then lowered and moved to all 

subsequent points. 
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11. Combining lines and symbols. 

svr~1BOL_l~tJE 

SYrv1BOL_Ot~LV 

The prevfous conmands have treated symbols and lines lnrlepcndcntly. Although It 

would be possible to 

data points on the 

point. 

use the *.and line comr.1~mds to plot lines dnd symbols (such as at 

Jines), this procedure requires double specification of each data 

This may be done more easily by using the svr.moL_ltNE coJ:1!11and. This command Is 

Issued at the start of a list of data coordinates, each of l'lhich is preceeded by the 

syrnbol plottlne coMnand, *· In use, the symbol at the first data coordinates is plotted 

with the pen l<ept In the pcn-dovm mode. Suhsequent symbols 1·1ill then have a line 

connect in& them. This procedure Is ended by use of the SY!·lBOl_Oill Y command or another use 

of the SY!,IBOL_ll NE cor..m<:lnd. These nto commands have the form: 

SYt·IBOL_ll t:E 

and 

SYHBOL_ONLY 

with no purameters. 

The follc\·!lr.~ ex<:~wlc \·:lll lllu::;tri:itc hc1,; to plot two 1i11E:s, each with different 

symbols at the ends of each segment: 

SYHBOL 0 a squa rc 

SYI,IBOL_ll HE 

* 2, 10 

* 3, 12 

* II, 18 

SYI-\BOL 2 a triangle 

SYHBOl_LI tJ.E 

* 2, 5 

* 3, 7 

• II, 10 
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SCALE 
12. Scaling the over~ll plot. 

The overall plot r.~ny be scnled, et ther lar;;cr or smaller, by the use of the SCALE 
commnnd, Jhls command Is given as 

SCALE scale-factor 

where scale-factor Is the percent size of the desired plot with .reference to an 
unsealed plot. For example 

SCI\tE .8 

\'lould reduce the entire plot by 20 percent. This command should come at the start 
of the Input for 'the plot. 

ThIs cot'Vlland vii 1 1 be used most ce~mmon 1 y whim it Is most convenIent to produce 

draft-plots of one size and then h<~ve them scaled, In toto, for so;;~e other purpose; For 

example, ,a large plot is made to be examined during data analysis and a reduced plot is 

made for publication by inserting the SCALE command at the start of the EZPLOT data set. 
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DEFAULT 

l). Relnltlallzlng parameters to their standard values. 

If a series of plots Is being made, It Is sometimes desirable to be ahle to use 

,s established for one plot as the values for. subseQuent plots. For this reason, 

1eter values are not modified by EZPLOT between plots. Yet there are times when the 

wants to make sure that he can depend on obtaining the standard values for all the 

neters. Thl s can be done exp lt cit 1 y with the use of the DEFAULT command or wl th 

rate commands for alt" the parameters whlch·have been changed. 

The DEFAULT conwand Is Issued as~ 

DEFAULT 

with nO parameters. 
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QUIT 

1~. Ter~lnatlng a plottin~ session 

The command QUIT (•·lith no parameters) Is used to sle;nal the termination of a 

plotting session. This should not be used at the qnd of an Individual plot If more plots 

are desired. This command can come only at the end of the entire data deck. 

If thIs command Is not l ncl uded as the I ast data statement, plottIng 1'1111· 

terminates normally; 

bet1~een Its. Inclusion 

Its use Is, therefore, optional. There Is no effective difference. 

or omi sslon. It has ·been Included as a cOIMtand for m.trpo.ses 1~hich 

need not concern the user, 

To obtain multiple plots, refer to section~ (the RESET command). 
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MISC 
15. Entarins values for other variables 

During the program development st<~&es, It may be necessary to modify variables 

Independently of specific commands. This activl~y need not concern the non-pronrammlng 

user; It Is included here for completeness. 

The I-41SC command has the form 

MISC PL/1-data statements; 

where Pl/1-data-statements are regular data-assixnment statements, separated by 

bttmks "or commas with the last one terminated by a ·semicolon, 
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16. Hints for plotting graphs 

Organization of the plot Into distinct units Is Important. A 'standard' data plot 

consists of some set of the following units: 

1) a graph title 

2) titles for the x- and y-axes (Including units and scale) 

3) data-area delimitation and data-coordinates values 

4) x· and y•axls delimiting lines, 'tick marks' to divide axis-delimiting Jines 

Into I nterva Js 

5) value labels for Intervals on each axis Cor just the end points) 

6) lecend Information, such as symbol Identification 

7) data-point and/or line-segment specifications 

While the plotting .Program does not recognize such grouping In units, they are 

useful for the accurate and rapid preparation of data for the plotting program. Each unit 

can be designed somewhat In Isolation of the other units If a few conventions are adopted. 

This will then allow some standard units tp be constructed for families of related graphs. 

For example, those graphs using the same axis scale and related Information can use the 

same command specifications for the common elements, such as the tick mark Identifiers and 

the data•area'speclflcatlon. 
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. RESET .12._, ___ 0 _____ . --·-·-·· .. -. ----·--------
u~TA~AREA 2, 2 8, 8 
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TEXT HEIGHT .21 
TEXT-1, 9.7 --,·--t'l54' 
TEXT 1.5, 9.3 '(1973) 1 

JATA_AREA l, 1 7,9 
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LtNE_ 
6, -.10 
6'- ..:...12 
LINE 
71 -10 
7, -12 
LiNE 
3, -10 
8' -12 
l I .\It 
9' -10 
9, -12 
llNE 
10, -10 
10' -12 
LINE 
1.1, -10 
ll, -12 
l 1\IE 
12 t. -1'0 

·- -- ·- . -· 12 ; -12 c ··:--

LINE 
13' 0 
13 .. 4t o· 
LINE 
13 1 10 
13.4, J.o 
LINE 
13, 20 
13.4, 20 
LI•\~E 

13' 30 
13.4, 30 
l I\IE 
13' 40 . 
13.4 t 40 
LI:'-!E 
13' 50 
t3.4, 50 
Ll"lE 
13, 60 
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TEMPS FOLLOW (NO, TEMP) 

UATA_COORD __ ~,_-20 13, 140 
LI~E RAIN FOLLOWS tMO, RAIN) 
1 4.7 
2 4.5 

------------ 3 106. 0 . ··- ··- ----·-----·. 

4 49·.1 
5 32.1 

---~----~ .. 
6 7.7 



CO~IMAND 

COMMENT 

DATA_AilEA 

DATA_COORD 

DEFAULT 

DOWII 

LIN£ 

MISC 

QUIT 

RESET 

SCALE 

SY~IBOL 

SYM801...,AHGLE 

PARAMETER 

~·· vii 

xur 

yur 

all 

yll 

xur 

PL/1 data 
stat-nts 

Y, 

scale-facto~ 

sYIIIbOI-Id-no 

symbol-anale 

35 

UNITS 

Inches 

Inches 

Inches 

Inches 

data units 

data units 

data unl ts 

deta units 

Inches 

decimal 
fraction 

lntener 
number 

de&rees 

SYM80L_H£1GHT sY!IIbol-hel&ht · '·Inches 

SY~IBOL_L IN£ 

SYMBOL_ONLY 

TEXT 

TEXT _ANGLE 

TEXT_HEIGHT 

T I CK_LENGTII 

TICK_MARU 

UP 

II 

•teat-strln&' 

text~angle 

lencth 

K_T I CI:_NUHOEil number 

Y_T I CK_NUMBER number 

y 

(none) 

Inches 

Inches 

der.r•es 

Inches. 

Inches 

: ntP.gcr 
number 

lnte.11er 
nul'llber 

data units 

data unit> 

data unit< 

data unl u 

PURPOSE 

•llaws the remainder of the card to be used 
for comn~nts (avoid usln& commands) 

to specify the physical area In 
which the data wl I I be plotted 

to establish the ranee of data values to be 
used In the data-area rectanale 

to reestebltsh the default values for all 
, prameters 

to lower the pen 

starts a new line with the neat hr 'y) 
pen' mov-nt c""""and 

allows the specification of values 
for varlab1es not available throuch 
other commands (for debucclna only) 

to termln~te a plocclnc·sesslon 
(not to be u•ed between multiple plots) 

to move the physical-reference orlcln 

to scale tho entire plot by the·scale 
factor value 

to· specify which symbol Is to be 
plotted (values fro"' flcure U 

to specify the ancle at which the s~bol 
Is to .be plotted (movln& count~r-clockwlse) 

to specify the helcht of the plotted 
symbols (In lncremencs·of .o, Inches) 

to place In the line mode so symbols are 
connected by lines. 

to remove from the line mode so s~bols 
are not connected by lines 

to plot a text strlnc at the location 
(a, y) 

to specify the anale at which the te~<t 
Is to' be plotted (movlna counter-clockwise) 

to specify the helcht of the plotted 
text strln& ·c In Increments of .07 Inches) 

to specify the length .of each tick mark 

to put In the tick-marks and the axis 
de lim! t I rig II nes 

to II ft the pen 

to spedfv the numbe·r of Intervals co be 
marked on the x axis 

to specify the number of Intervals to be 
marked on lhP. y axts 

to c»use the current symbol to be plotted 
at (x, y) 

to move th~ p~n rrorn It~ current loc•tlon 
to that .~r>cclfled by c~. y) 
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Submlttfn~ an EZPlOT job. 

The previous descriptions have been concerned with the speclflcation of data to be 

run with the program EZPLOT. To get this to be run on the computer, some Job Control 

language C.JCL) statements have to be placed wlth the EZPLOT commands. This Information Is 

specific to the Implementation of the program at the University of Hawaii Computing Center 

for use on the I BU 36.0/65. 

The JCL statements for EZPLOT follow the standard conventions. If there Is any 

quest!on, please Inquire with one of the consultants. 

//EZPLOT JOB (jobno,}OS,2KI),yourname 

II EXEC EZPLOT 

1/SYSIN DO • 

place the EZPLOT cornm~nds here 

I• 

II 

It Is also necessary to hand a 10S/360 CALCOMP PLOTTER REQU~ST SHEET' to the 

computer operator when You submit your job. An example form Is Included as the following 

page. Blank forms are aval !able at the computln& .center at the· job submittal window. 



QROIIl 

~110112 

OS/360 CALCOMP PLOTTER REQUEST SHEET. 
UNIVERSITY GF HAWAII CGMPUTING GENTER 

JDB NAME_£Z:.PLj?f/ ACCT. Nt'l --- (F'"- IN) u. _____ _.. 

USER'S NAME --·-·· -·--- (/IL.i... I.V} 

AOOlTIOHfiL INSTRUCT!CNSt---;,.._-------------------

1. THIS JOB. SHEEf IS REUSABLE. 
2. IF SYSTEH ,AlLURE, JOB HILL BE RE~RUN UNLESS BTHER

NJSE SPf.'CJfJED. 

3. JF OS/360 JOB FAILS, PLOT WILL NOT SE RUN UNLESS 
SPECifiED. 

q, REEL SllE SHOULD BE SPECIFIED AS f fOR fULL REEL 
l2QOD'I, H FOR HALf ftEEL il20D'I, ll fOil MINI-REEL. 

S. CC TAPES WILL NOT Sf SAVED UNLESS SAVE IS UIOltATED. 
REEL SIZE IS ASSUHEO TO BE HALf REEL. 

8. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. PLOTS WILL BE DONE WITH 
ANY PEN, STARTING 112• FROH BOTTCH PERFCRRTED LINE 
WlTH PEN Ul', 

DPERATGR USE DNLY 
NtJ. '" fSTIHATEO 360 l'lD1 

HASP Nt:l. JOB CLASS DATE f'LOlS Tl HE PLOT I'RPER OI'Eft JNJT ORTE/TIHE PLOT PAPER RUN TIHE DATE OPEA INIT 

~ILL IN 13 ~1'-L 1/J /1LL.. IK.) t:/U.. IN lit.t../4, FT 

FT fT 

FT fT 

fT fT 
.. 

FT fT -
FT FT 

fT FT 

fT FT 

TAPES DISKS 
VOL•SER•ION DO STHTI TAPE LABEL IHfCRHRTJOH REEL SIZE I 011 SAY£ 7TRK 9TRI< VI!L•SER.,II!N 00 snm 

;:>i._¢T· ,Scf(/ffCJI f/ ./ All v 

-· 
_L ____ 

·-·--· ···-·----·--------
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SYMBOL_ONLY 18, 14, 35 

Submitting an EZPLOT Job 36 
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Terminatin& a plotting session 21 
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T I CK_LENGTH 13, 28, 35 

T I CK_f'.1ARKS 13, 7, 26, 2 8, 35 

UP 17, 35 

X_TICK_NUMBER 13, 26, 28, 35 

Y_TICK_NUMBER 13, 26, 2 8, 35 
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